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Jim Graham is a Tucson-based visual artist and instructor of painting at the University of Arizona. He is
represented by WHITELIGHT Gallery in Santa Fe, NM and the SALADINO Gallery in Covington, LA. Select recent
solo and small-group exhibitions include Greenleaf Art Gallery (Los Angeles), The Cole Pratt Gallery (New
Orleans), Stove works Gallery (Chattanooga, TN), and the Rosemary Duffy Larson Gallery (Miami). Articles
relating to these recent exhibitions have been published in the New Orleans Review, Art + Design Magazine, and
LUXE Interiors and Design.
Works

In his vividly colored images of naturalist subjects, Jim Graham’s paintings combine art historical references with
overlapping themes of ecology and adaptation. His work expands upon the non-figurative traditions of landscape
and still life painting, focusing on the transitory nature of spaces and objects.
“Tabletop Softie,” 2020-2022, is Jim Graham’s contemporary take on the still life tradition. These multi-panel
compositions reflect Graham’s deep engagement with the history of painting and includes direct references to
Pieter Aertsen’s “A Meat Stall with the Holy Family Giving Alms,” 1551. Often cited as one of the first still life
paintings, Aertsen flips the traditional pictural hierarchy of his painting, foregrounding butchered meats and
cook wear as a symbolic subject, while relegating figurative scenes to the background of the composition.
Responding to the “inverted still life” that the “Meat Stall” depicts, Graham’s collage-like composition offers
windows into both food preparation and hidden labors of contemporary life, while the “tabletop” provides a
symbolic space of both process and presentation: butcher-block to formal dining table, workbench to pedestal,
drafting table to the gallery wall.
His reinterpretation of this genre brings self-awareness to this artifice, showing both the raw material and the
artist’s deliberate act of refining it. He conflates these facets in his painting The Florist. It’s a collage of moments
that capture a florist’s process: notebook sketches, scattered blooms being prepared on a workbench and a
bouquet artfully posed in the studio. “This is my way of being closer to what I’m making and how I am making
it,” says Graham. “I don’t want my painting to feel like a final picture, but to offer a longer view on nature.”
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